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EARTH | What and how is the Earth?

The Earth is amongst the most beautiful planets of the universe. …
From the protocol [ Not from this Earth - Part 1] – page 5

… There are stars, which do not have such wonderful scenery by far, …
From the protocol [Reincarnation] – page 43

Your planet is an entity and it is alive! - We are dealing with FORMS of ENERGY here that are
alive and that were provided by the CREATOR. …
This planet possesses PLANES of ENERGY that stand in connection with the CREATOR.
From the protocol [Telepathy] – page 83

Question:
Our sun could nourish hundreds of planets like Earth with its light and this without diﬃculties. Why is
there only one Earth?
EUPHENIUS:
… The Earth is a unique planet the way you are GOD‘S unique creatures. Every individual is in fact a
SEPARATE CREATION! The Earth is also a SEPARATE CREATION and not repeatable.
From the protocol [Universe and extraterrestrial life] – page 53

Question:
An astronaut reported how he perceived the Earth from space with the following words: “Along the
bent horizon runs an enrapturing and beautiful royal blue layer, the atmosphere. It looks fragile and
delicate and the thought arises whether we shouldn’t treat creation more carefully. Living on Earth,
the planet seems to have a dimension that overtaxes the senses.” - How could such a feeling be
conveyed to all of mankind so they will treat their environment more carefully?
TAI SHIIN:
It runs through the heart, through LOVE and through everything GOD endows you with. You would
then no longer destroy the Earth, those next to you and everything around you, but you would respect
and love it. Your ABILITY to LOVE makes you boundless and you can step over horizons. You can ﬂoat
like an astronaut and you can recognise with how much LOVE and care the LORD created this planet.
From the protocol [SANTINER-Contact 2001 - Part 1] - page 3
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The Earth has an enormously large core consisting of one single diamond. This diamond emits
formidable rays and they constitute the anti-polarity to the existing cosmic radiation belt
around the globe.
From the protocol [ No utopia] – page 33

This inner part –you like to call it a diamond – is the thing that makes up the structure of the Earth,
the thing that protects the Earth in its entirety and where its energies come from. This inner part is
the engine that supplies all the physical elements of Mother Nature with energy. You cannot exist
without these energies. There would be no growth and no oxygen would be produced. Only this
“generator” makes life, growth and supply actually possible. Mother Nature will start to die when this
generator stops.
From the protocol [SANTINER-Contact 2003] - page 6

… Its inner core contains the divine SPARK you also carry within you in a more diminutive form. The
divine SPARK within you also ties you to your Earth. It represents the CENTRAL DISPATCH OFFICE that
completely takes care of your needs and that makes your existence here possible. It is the space that
GOD utilises to store HIS KNOWLEDGE in order to make it accessible and usable to you. These VITAL
ENERGIES are presently being destroyed by you, because you do not respect Mother Nature or your
planet Earth.
From the protocol [SANTINER-Contact 2003] - page 8

… You underestimate what is inside your earth! You cannot conceive what kind of an IMPULSE and
what a SOURCE OF STRENGTH comes from down there. Earth is pervaded by LIFE ARTERIES - perhaps
you would say „arteries“ - through which life pulsates and wherein the INFORMATION and the
OSCILLATIONS and also certain atomic particles are contained.
From the protocol [World climate] – page 3

The Earth is embedded in a magnetic envelope.
From the protocol [ No utopia] – page 32

The rotation of the Earth is controlled by the Van-Allen-Belt. The principle is akin to that of an electric
motor. This magnetic belt corresponds with the stator magnets of an electric motor. Planets without a
magnetic belt cannot rotate. …
From the protocol [Science, technology and the arts] – page 25
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